
Emerald Ridge Cross Country  

Championship Culture Blueprint 

 

Achievement of goals does not happen without intentional effort over time.  That is a given.  

Fostering this intentional effort is accomplished by designing a progression of workouts, but also 

by developing a culture that nurtures athletic performance, mental strength, and team 

camaraderie.  The following blueprint is the expected norm for the Emerald Ridge Cross Country 

program, its coaches, and its athletes in order to help all student-athletes to experience profound 

achievement in competition, in the classroom, and in life.    

 

The blueprint is comprised of three pillar statements.  Each pillar is a statement of belief.  Each 

statement of belief is supported by three questions: 1. What does this statement mean, 2. How do 

we behave according to this statement, and 3. What is achieved by living by the statement.   

 

What we believe influences how we behave, and how we behave determines what we achieve.   

 

PILLAR #1 – I believe that the best way is always the HARD WAY.   

 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?  The hard way is always difficult, and it is often the first reason a 

student will give for not doing something—whether it is homework, a sport, or personal 

responsibility.  The term “hard” is a deterrent for many who do not want to do something—they 

are frightened by it, intimidated, and fearful of failure.  Ask a kid to join cross country, and the 

answer that is often given is this: I can’t do that; it’s hard.  For the ER XC athlete, the term 

“hard” is not a deterrent but an invitation.  The hard way may be the path of greatest resistance, 

but it is the path to the greatest achievement—and therefore the path to the deepest gratification.  

The hard way requires patience and dedication and attention to detail.  It requires the honing of 

skill to the point of mastery—and mastery is never a quick study.  We are proud to be “try-

hards.”  We take the hard way in everything we do. We are intentional in our approach to the 

hard way, mindful of what we must do and relentless in our effort to conquer it.   

 

HOW DO WE BEHAVE?  We do all things that are difficult without fear or complaint.  The most 

difficult step in coursing through a hard way is the initial step—lacing up the shoes or opening 

the homework assignment. It’s easy to take the unplanned day off or to stay home when the team 

is running.  It is hard to remain consistent.  Embrace the hard.  Do what is hard.  Do what 99.9% 

of the people do not want to do.  Let the hard way become your habit.  As Tom Hanks said in A 

League of Their Own: “It’s supposed to be hard.  If it wasn’t hard everyone would do it.  It’s the 

hard that makes it great.”   

 

WHAT DO WE ACHIEVE?  We learn that the hard way is always conquered with determination and 

patience.  We gain confidence and develop skills of unyielding effort, and we apply these skills 

on the 5k course as well as the classroom with the knowledge that good grades and productive 

work are the product of a shameless will to do what is hard.  The body makes adaptations to 

training, the mind makes adaptations to learning, and the character makes adaptations to 

challenges.  We do hard things out of habit, and we do it so well that others perceive our hard 

work as being easy.   

 



PILLAR #2 – I believe that the relentless pursuit of excellence always ends with performing OUR 

BEST.   

 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?  Being the best is different than being our best.  Being the best is 

relative to the team you are on, the competition you are confined to compete against, and the 

time allotment you are given to achieve the feat.  There is only room for one on this hill.  But 

there is no certainty that a person who is the best actually achieved their best, unless the goal was 

to be their best over the best.  Competition brings out the exploration of what is possible in being 

our best.  We can never perform better than what our capacity and limitations allow us, but we 

can only reach that capacity and limitation if we explore beyond it and discover such limits in the 

process.  Hesitation to explore the capacity of personal best is drummed up by a fear in being 

disappointed by the result.  What if our best isn’t the best?  What if our best is not the best we 

want it to be?  Fear of disappointment can fester into satisfaction with personal mediocrity.  But 

the funny thing about personal ability is that it is not static—it is always evolving, adapting in 

reach according to our training and preparation.  The more committed we are to taking the hard 

way, the higher we move our personal potential.   

 

HOW DO WE BEHAVE? We train with purpose.  Every workout, every run, every lesson we get 

from coach—we absorb it and use the training and instruction to allow our bodies and minds to 

make adaptations.  We show up to every practice, and when we cannot attend a practice we get 

permission well ahead of time to perform the practice or workout at a different opportunity.  We 

take direction from coaches and follow through with expectations challenged to us from others.  

We inquire about training and discuss our pursuit of excellence with coaches when the time is 

appropriate and productive to do so.  We distrust leisure.  Periodically, leisure can be productive, 

when the mind or body is in need of rest and recovery, but unproductive leisure, unplanned 

leisure is the enemy.  We can always do something to pursue our personal best—even if that 

personal best is in the classroom, the workplace, or in the family.   

 

WHAT DO WE ACHIEVE?  The pursuit of excellence is always gratifying when you know there is 

nothing more you could have done to prepare for the race or season.  There is a never a workout, 

never a service project, never a study session that a student-athlete ever regrets doing after 

suffering the feeling of not wanting to do it.  But the missed workout, the missed service project, 

the missed study session in exchange for temporary leisure is always regretted in the end.  We 

achieve the knowledge that what is possible is always evolving according to our pursuit.  We put 

ourselves in position to be champions of what we do.  While it’s true that not all teams that 

believe in this pillar will be a championship team, it is very true that no championship is possible 

without it.   

 

  



PILLAR #3 – I believe that making ourselves better occurs when we invest in others and 

challenge them to be better than myself.   

 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?  A common tactic to better ourselves is to draft off the person who is 

faster than us, smarter than us, perhaps a better student than us.  Think about it—the shortsighted 

student cheats off the test being taken by the student getting an F in class.  We presume that we 

will be better if we keep up with the person in front of us.  This is a selfish and zero-gain 

approach.  To truly make yourself better, you need to challenge others to be better than yourself.  

You need to insist that they train to be better than you, and you then make it hard for them to do 

so. And when your teammate succeeds in doing the very thing you have pushed them to do, you 

need to celebrate their achievement with them—just as your teammate will be celebrating your 

achievement that they challenged you to overcome.  We are better as a team when we are a team 

full of athletes that wants others to be better than we are.  We are better as individuals when we 

are individuals on a team who desire teammates to be better than we are.  Remember, the goal is 

to take the hard way to pursue excellence in reaching our best self—whatever that best may 

mean.   

 

HOW DO WE BEHAVE?  We hold each other accountable to being better than what we are.  We do 

not allow teammates to take a day off when a day off of training has not been planned.  We root 

for our teammates to be better than we are in exchange for the understanding that they are 

rooting for us to be better than they are—so that in the end all of us can be better than all of us 

wanted.  We act as mutual beneficiaries of each other’s need for the other to be better.  We go 

through the hard way as a team.  We pursue excellence for the betterment of the team.   

 

WHAT DO WE ACHIEVE?  We achieve the FUN of doing the very thing we work toward doing.  

Always remember this: fun is an effect, not a cause.  We don’t achieve because we had fun; we 

have fun because we achieved.  When fun is the cause of the action, the result is a recreational 

effort that never pushes us to explore the possibility of personal ability.  Look at team full of 

people who have achieved their best performances after having gone through the hard way to 

make teammates better than themselves—they are never gloomy.  They are always celebrating.  

They are always having fun.   

 

Given that, the three key questions you can guarantee a coach will ask you on any given day is 

this: 

 

1. Are you taking the hard route?  Are you committed to the hard route?  Do you believe in 

your heart that it’s the hard that makes it great?  Do you wear the badge of the “try-hard” 

with pride? 

2. Do you do everything today to pursue excellence in an effort to move your personal best 

to a new level?  Did you take one big, difficult step toward putting yourself in a position 

to perform your best in the next race?   

3. Did you do at least one thing to make one person better than you?  Did you hold that 

personal accountable, or did you let them off the hook?   

 

If the answer to these questions is a resounding yes, then congratulations—you have perpetuated 

the CHAMPIONSHIP CULTURE of the Emerald Ridge Cross Country team.   


